
Exploiting Alternative Data 
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Bringing Semantic Intelligence to Financial Markets



Data is growing at an incredible speed

Source: IDC - 2014, Structured Data vs. Unstructured Data: The Balance of Power Continues to Shift

● 90% of all data that exist 
today has been generated 
over the last 2 years.

● Nearly 80% comes as 
‘hard-to-consume’ 
unstructured content.

● Offers an incredible 
opportunity for investors to 
identify new alpha sources.



A new wave of data sources...

Source: CB Insights, RavenPack

● Thousands of data sources 
have become available.

● Early adopters have had a 
real edge by hiring dedicated 
data hunters.

● The market is maturing with 
more sellside research 
becoming available.

● Data hunting is becoming 
less of a differentiator.



Why alternative data?...intuitive
More leading    

More accurate

online/search GPS traffic data e-transaction data booked sales

web traffic, 
blogs, social

satellite images credit card data



Proprietary vs. Public Information

● The edge is found in efficient 
processing not in being the 
only one having the data.

● Old school thinking… unless 
you’re Google, Facebook, 
Apple, Amazon, or Microsoft.

● Many correlated datasets are 
available.

● Alternative data is in most 
cases about nowcasting of 
fundamental data.



The alpha landscape has changed...

Source: Data Capital Management (DCM)

● Over time, data driven alpha 
signals have shorter duration, 
while the number of alpha 
sources have increased.

● As a result, investors need to 
consume more data to create 
equally scalable strategies.

● There is pressure on cost, 
since each individual alpha 
contains less marginal value.

● More pressure on 
infrastructure: storage, 
computing, and research.

● It’s a big numbers game 



We make 
unstructured content actionable 

for financial professionals

                         



Codify
Named entity recognition, 
topic categorization, and 
temporal classification

Relevance Tagging Novelty Detection Sentiment Analysis

Adding Structure

Quantify importance, rank, 
and connections

Identify what is new, 
original, or unusual

Determine attitude, opinion, 
and impact



Documented Third-Party Use Cases...
 

Creates global macro strategies focusing on 
Equity Index, Forex, and Sovereign Bond trading

Creates supply and demand side sentiment 
indexes to trade crude oil

Creates delta and value sentiment indexes to 
trade G10 currencies

Creates sentiment indexes for Equity Index 
market timing

Enhances a pairs-trading strategy using an 
abnormal news volume and sentiment overlay

Applies various machine learning algos for 
portfolio construction using news sentiment 
factors

Pioneers in alternative data within factor 
investing and event-driven strategies

Considers news sentiment for intraday trading

Shorts stocks based on negative sentiment    
(Sell on the news)

Creates global macro strategies focusing on FX 
Carry and Sovereign Bond trading



Positive versus Negative Sentiment Stocks
Positive sentiment stocks generally outperforms negative sentiment stocks. In 
this case looking at monthly investment horizons for the Russell 2000.



RavenPack Analytics show strong performance!
RPA delivers attractive risk-return profiles (1-day holding) - taking average 
sentiment across highly novel and highly relevant events

Statistics U.S. 
Large/Mid-Cap

U.S. 
Small-Cap

EU 
Large/Mid-Cap

EU   
Small-Cap

Annualized Return 9.6% 28.8% 12.1% 38.3%

Annualized Vol. 3.8% 5.3% 4.4% 8.5%

Information Ratio 2.50 5.45 2.74 4.49

Avg. Portfolio Size 199 199 107 52

Maximum drawdown 3.9% 3.8% 4.6% 9.0%

Turnover 84.2% 90.9% 84.8% 90.3%



Factor Neutral performance: 1-day holding
Controlling for factor exposure (MSCI USFAST) leads to stronger performance

IR: 2.50  ->  4.15 IR: 5.45  ->  6.81



Factor Neutral: extending the holding period
Sweet spot holding for large cap (upto 2 weeks), small cap (weeks to months)



Media Buzz: high buzz companies outperform
Companies with high event buzz yield 2x greater average per-trade and total 
returns 

Russell 1000, IR: 1.80 -> 2.08 Russell 2000, IR: 2.79 -> 3.74



Target: Create two commodity baskets:
● Energy (5): crude oil, gasoil, gasoline, heating oil, natural gas
● Metals (9): aluminum, copper, gold, lead, palladium, platinum, 

rebar, silver, zinc

Macro: Trading Energy and Metal Futures



Results I: individual models

The KNN model delivers the best risk-adjusted return (IR: 1.46) for the energy 
basket while a Gradient Boosted Trees regression with student-t loss yields the 
highest IR for the metals basket (3.36)



Ensembles are created by equal-weighting the predictions of the ten Machine 
Learning algorithms. This results in lower average prediction error bias for both 
baskets despite the simplicity of the approach

Results II: ensemble



Results IV: ensemble - increasing volatility

We define opportune periods as 
those where volatility is increasing. 
This is determined by the 10-day 
volatility being above the 21-day 
volatility



Results V: ensemble - random portfolios
To investigate the statistical significance of the increasing volatility approach, we 
create 1,000 random portfolios of comparable size to benchmark. The red line below 
marks the actual IR of the Increasing portfolio (Energy: 1.29, Metals: 3.11)



Questions?

phafez@ravenpack.com


